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"Arab Contemporary" is the second chapter in the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art's "Architecture, Culture and Identity" series, following
2012's "New Nordic," which explores architecture in specific regions. "Arab Contemporary" attempts to distinguish particular features of
architecture that are shared by Arab countries from the Arab Peninsula through Lebanon to Morocco. While these areas are primarily
connected via a common language, they further share major elements of visual culture, such as the use of calligraphy in architecture.
Ranging over varied architectural works as well as visual arts, this volume showcases architecture by Ateliers Jean Nouvel, X-Architects,
Henning Larsen Architects and many others, alongside artwork by Egyptian visual artist Mounir Fatmi, the Saudi artist Ahmed Mater, art
historian and graphic artist Bahia Shehab and the Tuareg author Ibrahim al-Koni.
Constructing Building Enclosures investigates and interrogates tensions that arose between the disciplines of architecture and engineering as
they wrestled with technology and building cultures that evolved to deliver structures in the modern era. At the center of this history are
inventive architects, engineers and projects that did not settle for conventional solutions, technologies and methods. Comprised of thirteen
original essays by interdisciplinary scholars, this collection offers a critical look at the development and the purpose of building technology
within a design framework. Through two distinct sections, the contributions first challenge notions of the boundaries between architecture,
engineering and construction. The authors then investigate twentieth-century building projects, exploring technological and aesthetic
boundaries of postwar modernism and uncovering lessons relevant to enclosure design that are typically overlooked. Projects include Louis
Kahn’s Weiss House, Minoru Yamasaki’s Science Center, Sigurd Lewerentz’s Chapel of Hope and more. An important read for students,
educators and researchers within architectural history, construction history, building technology and design, this volume sets out to disrupt
common assumptions of how we understand this history.
Who are the actors feeling compelled to "construct" new identities? How are these new identities in architecture created in various parts of
the world? And, which are the ingredients borrowed from various historical and ethnic traditions and other sources? These and other
questions are discussed in five case studies from different parts of the world, written by renowned scholars from Brazil (Ruth Verde Zein),
Mexico (Susanne Dussel), Egypt (Khaled Asfour), India (Rahul Mehrotra), and Singapore (William Lim).
This new edition of The Routledge Companion to Landscape Studies contains an updated and expanded selection of original chapters which
explore research directions in an array of disciplines sharing a concern for ‘landscape’, a term which has many uses and meanings. It
features 33 revised and/or updated chapters and 14 entirely new chapters on topics such as the Anthropocene, Indigenous landscapes,
challenging landscape Eurocentrisms, photography and green infrastructure planning. The volume is divided into four parts: Experiencing
landscape; Landscape, heritage and culture; Landscape, society and justice; and Design and planning for landscape. Collectively, the book
provides a critical review of the various fields related to the study of landscapes, including the future development of conceptual and
theoretical approaches, as well as current empirical knowledge and understanding. It encourages dialogue across disciplinary barriers and
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between academics and practitioners, and reflects upon the implications of research findings for local, national and international policy in
relation to landscape. The Companion provides a comprehensive and up-to-date guide to current thinking about landscapes, and serves as
an invaluable point of reference for scholars, researchers and graduate students alike.
Metropolitan Indigenous Cultural Centres have become a focal point for making Indigenous histories and contemporary cultures public in
settler-colonial societies over the past three decades. While there are extraordinary success stories, there are equally stories that cause
concern: award-winning architecturally designed Indigenous cultural centres that have been abandoned; centres that serve the interests of
tourists but fail to nourish the cultural interests of Indigenous stakeholders; and places for vibrant community gathering that fail to garner the
economic and politic support to remain viable. Indigenous cultural centres are rarely static. They are places of ‘emergence’, assembled and
re-assembled along a range of vectors that usually lie beyond the gaze of architecture. How might the traditional concerns of architecture –
site, space, form, function, materialities, tectonics – be reconfigured to express the complex and varied social identities of contemporary
Indigenous peoples in colonised nations? This book, documents a range of Indigenous Cultural Centres across the globe and the processes
that led to their development. It explores the possibilities for the social and political project of the Cultural Centre that architecture both inhibits
and affords. Whose idea of architecture counts when designing Indigenous Cultural Centres? How does architectural history and
contemporary practice territorialise spaces of Indigenous occupation? What is architecture for Indigenous cultures and how is it recognised?
This ambitious and provocative study pursues a new architecture for colonised Indigenous cultures that takes the politics of recognition to its
heart. It advocates an ethics of mutual engagement as a crucial condition for architectural projects that design across cultural difference. The
book’s structure, method, and arguments are dialogically assembled around narratives told by Indigenous people of their pursuit of public
recognition, spatial justice, and architectural presence in settler dominated societies. Possibilities for decolonising architecture emerge
through these accounts.
The first edition of Architecture, Power, and National Identity, published in 1992, has become a classic, winning the prestigious Spiro Kostof
award for the best book in architecture and urbanism. Lawrence Vale fully has fully updated the book, which focuses on the relationship
between the design of national capitals across the world and the formation of national identity in modernity. Tied to this, it explains the role
that architecture and planning play in the forceful assertion of state power. The book is truly international in scope, looking at capital cities in
the United States, India, Brazil, Sri Lanka, Kuwait, Bangladesh, and Papua New Guinea.
Journal of Contemporary Urban Affairs Vol. 1 No. 1 (2017) Journal of Contemporary Urban Affairs. Vol.1, No.1, 2017 Number of published
articles in this issue: 8 articles Number of authors contributed to this issue: 9 authors from 4 Countries This issue contains the following
articles: -Sustainability in Historic Urban Environments: Effect of gentrification in the process of sustainable urban revitalization Rokhsaneh
Rahbarianyazd, Dr. https://doi.org/10.25034/1761.1(1)1-9 -The influence of Mediterranean modernist movement of architecture in Lefkosa:
The first and early second half of 20th century Salar Salah Muhy Al-Din, Ph.D. Candidate https://doi.org/10.25034/1761.1(1)10-23 -Adaptive
Reuse of the Industrial Building: A case of Energy Museum in Sanatistanbul, Turkey Najmaldin Hussein, MA.
https://doi.org/10.25034/1761.1(1)24-34 -The Transformation of Aesthetics in Architecture from Traditional to Modern Architecture: A case
study of the Yoruba (southwestern) region of Nigeria Femi Emmanuel Arenibafo, MA. https://doi.org/10.25034/1761.1(1)35-44 -In Pursuit of
Sustainable Strategic Long-term Planning Throughout Meta-postmodernism as New Perspective of Stylistic Design Mojdeh Nikoofam, Ph.D.
Candidate, Abdollah Mobaraki, Ph.D. Candidate https://doi.org/10.25034/1761.1(1)45-55 -The Influence of Globalization on Distracting
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Traditional Aesthetic Values in Old Town of Erbil Zhino Hariry, MA. https://doi.org/10.25034/1761.1(1)56-66 -The Scale of Public Space:
Taksim Square in Istanbul Senem Zeybekoglu Sadri, Dr. https://doi.org/10.25034/1761.1(1)67-75 -Urban Cages and Domesticated Humans
https://doi.org/10.25034/1761.1(1)76-84
Introducing a new concept of urban space, Cities and Metaphors encourages a theoretical realignment of how the city is experienced, thought
and discussed. In the context of ‘Islamic city’ studies, relying on reasoning and rational thinking has reduced descriptive, vivid features of the
urban space into a generic scientific framework. Phenomenological characteristics have consequently been ignored rather than integrated
into theoretical components. The book argues that this results from a lack of appropriate conceptual vocabulary in our global body of
scholarly literature. It challenges existing theories, introduces and applies the concept of Hezar-tu (‘a thousand insides’) to rethink the
spaces in historic cores of Fez, Isfahan and Tunis. This tool constructs a staging post towards a different articulation of urban space based on
spatial, physical, virtual, symbolic and social edges and thresholds; nodes of sociospatial relationships; zones of containment; state of
intermediacy; and, thus, a logic of ambiguity rather than determinacy. Presenting alternative narrations of paths through sequential discovery
of spaces, this book brings the sensual features of urban space into the focus. The book finally shows that concepts derived from local
contexts enable us to tailor our methods and theoretical structures to the idiosyncrasies of each city while retaining the global commonalities
of all. Hence, in broader terms, it contributes to a growing awareness that urban studies should be more inclusive by bringing the diverse
global contexts of cities into the body of our urban knowledge.

The expedited globalised process of exchange and new forms of cultural production have transformed old established
notions of identity, calling into question their conceptual foundations. This book explores the spatial and representational
dimension of this phenomenon, by addressing how the reshaping of the key themes of place, architecture and memory
are altering the nature, as well as, our understanding of identity. Cutting across boundaries, the book drives discussion of
identity beyond the well-worn concern for its loss within a globalised context, and importantly provides links between
identity, place, memory and representation in architecture. Examining a range of case studies from Australia, Germany,
India, Japan, Mexico, Poland, Puerto Rico, Turkey and Singapore, as well as with contributions cutting across
geographical and temporal boundaries, this volume addresses such issues as architecture technology, place and
memory – critical issues in the monitoring and mapping of identity shift within a rapidly globalising context. With
contributions from renowned authors in the field including Nicholas Temple, Patsy Hely, Robert Brown, Liane Lefaivre,
John Hendrix, Ana Souto, Fiona MacLaren, Stephen Walker, Nezar AlSayyad, Andrzej Piotrowski, Catherine Ettinger,
Luz Marie Rodríguez, and Raymond Quek this book presents fresh insights and diverse perspectives on the evolving
question of identity and globalisation.
This book covers a broad range of topics relating to architecture and urban design, such as the conservation of cities’
culture and identity through design and planning processes, various ideologies and approaches to achieving more
sustainable cities while retaining their identities, and strategies to help cities advertise themselves on the global market.
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Every city has its own unique identity, which is revealed through its physical and visual form. It is seen through the eyes
of its inhabitants and visitors, and is where their collective memories are shaped. In turn, these factors affect tourism,
education, culture & economic prosperity, in addition to other aspects, making a city’s identity one of its main assets.
Cities’ identities are constructed and developed over time and are constantly evolving physically, culturally and
sociologically. This book explains how architecture and the arts can embody the historical, cultural and economic
characteristics of the city. It also demonstrates how cities’ memories play a vital role in preserving their physical and
nonphysical heritage. Furthermore, it examines the transformation of cities and urban cultures, and investigates the
various new approaches developed in contemporary arts and architecture. Given its scope, the book is a valuable
resource for a variety of readers, including students, educators, researchers and practitioners in the fields of city
planning, urban design, architecture and the arts.
Gulf capital flows to Amman, Jordan, in the early twenty-first century and the investment of this capital in large-scale
urban developments have significantly transformed the city’s built environment. Therefore, to understand urban
transformation in Amman during this period it is important to analyze it against the backdrop of Gulf capital and its
integration into Jordan’s economy and the integration of both the country’s economy and Gulf capital into the global
capitalist economy. This book analyzes three cases of megaprojects planned for the city in the early twenty-first century:
The New Downtown (Abdali), Jordan Gate, and Sanaya Amman. Drawing upon theories on urban development and
capitalism, identity, and discourse, and urban development processes and cases in other cities, the book investigates
how contemporary megaprojects in Amman fit into the capitalist economy and its modes of production, how capital flows
construct a modern image of the city, and how the new image and megaprojects represent the city residents as modern
and create Amman as a global city. This book presents a new approach to the study of the urban built environment in
Amman, providing a valuable interdisciplinary contribution to the scholarly work on globalizing cities, especially in the
Middle East.
This dissertation examines the evolution of Western and Modern architecture in Siam and Thailand. It illustrates how
various architectural ideas have contributed to the physical design and spatial configuration of places associated with
negotiation and allocation of political power, which are throne halls, parliaments, and government and civic structures
since the 1850s.
This book discusses architectural excellence in Islamic societies drawing on textual and visual materials, from the Aga
Khan Documentation Center at MIT, developed over more than three decades. At the core of the discussion are the
efforts, processes, and outcomes of the Aga Khan Award for Architecture (AKAA). The AKAA recognises excellence in
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architectural and urban interventions within cities and settlements in the Islamic world which are continuously challenged
by dramatic changes in economies, societies, political systems, decision-making, and environmental requirements.
Architectural Excellence in Islamic Societies responds to the recurring question about the need for architectural awards,
arguing that they are critical to validating the achievements of professional architects while making their contributions
more widely acknowledged by the public. Through analysis and critique of over sixty awarded and shortlisted projects
from over thirty-five countries, this book provides an expansive look at the history of the AKAA through a series of
narratives on the enduring values of architecture, architectural and urban conservation, built environment sustainability,
and architectural pluralism and multiple modernities. Architectural Excellence in Islamic Societies will appeal to
professionals and academics, researchers, and upper-level students in architectural history and theory and built
environment related fields.
Canadian Architecture: Evolving a Cultural Identity surveys the country's most accomplished architectural firms, whose
work enhances cities and landscapes across Canada's geographically varied expanse. Author Leslie Jen explores a
number of significant projects in urban and rural environments--private residences, cultural and institutional facilities, and
democratic public spaces--that profoundly influence our interactions with each other and the communities in which we
live. Accompanied by stunning photography, Canadian Architecture is a testament to a thriving, diverse and innovative
design culture that continues to play an integral role in shaping our national identity.
Drawing on sociological theories to assist understanding of how political power operates in the cultural sphere, The
Sociology of Architecture frames the discipline as a field of symbolic and material conflict over social identities. This
volume contests the notion of architecture as an apolitical endeavor and suggests that major architectural projects can
act as tangible expressions of the ultimately contested nature of collective identities, thus shedding light on how those
with power both legitimate and mark their position in the world.
Anthropomorphism closely relates to early modern notions of analogy and microcosm. Exploring the tension inherent in
such notions, the essays in this volume address the contradictions and tensions, between magical and rational,
speculative and practical thought, that anthropomorphism entails.
Exploring the ambiguities of how we define the word ‘culture’ in our global society, this book identifies its imprint on architectural ideas. It
examines the historical role of the cultural in architectural production and expression, looking at meaning and communication, tracing the
formations of cultural identities. Chapters written by international academics in history, theory and philosophy of architecture, examine how
different modes of representation throughout history have drawn profound meanings from cultural practices and beliefs. These are as diverse
as the designs they inspire and include religious, mythic, poetic, political, and philosophical references.
The book provides insights into spiritual healing practices and medical and theoretical research conducted by participants attending The
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Patient: Examining Realities: 5th Global Conference. The complex patient-doctor relationship is also discussed and literary and screened
narratives are analysed.
Building the Post-War Worldoffers for the first time an overall account of Modern Architecture in the decade after the Second World War.
As the first inclusive study of how women have shaped the modern Indian built environment from the independence struggle until today, this
book reveals a history that is largely unknown, not only in the West, but also in India. Educated in the 1930s and 1940s, the very first women
architects designed everything from factories to museums in the post-independence period. The generations that followed are now
responsible for metro systems, shopping malls, corporate headquarters, and IT campuses for a global India. But they also design schools,
cultural centers, religious pilgrimage hotels, and wildlife sanctuaries. Pioneers in conserving historic buildings, these women also sustain and
resurrect traditional crafts and materials, empower rural and marginalized communities, and create ecologically sustainable architectures for
India. Today, although women make up a majority in India’s ever-increasing schools of architecture, it is still not easy for them, like their
Western sisters, to find their place in the profession. Recounting the work and lives of Indian women as not only architects, but also builders
and clients, opens a new window onto the complexities of feminism, modernism, and design practice in India and beyond. Set in the design
centers of Mumbai and Delhi, this book is also one of the first histories of architectural education and practice in two very different cities that
are now global centers. The diversity of practices represented here helps us to imagine other ways to create and build apart from
"starchitecture." And how these women negotiate tradition and modernity at work and at home is crucial for understanding gender and
modern architecture in a more global and less Eurocentric context. In a country where female emancipation was important for narratives of
the independence movement and the new nation-state, feminism was, nonetheless, eschewed as divisive and damaging to the nationalist
cause. Class, caste, tradition, and family restricted—but also created—opportunities for the very first women architects in India, just as they do
now for the growing number of young women professionals today.
Design and Heritage provides the first extended study of heritage from the point of view of design history. Exploring the material objects and
spaces that contribute to our experience of heritage, the volume also examines the processesnd practices that shape them. Bringing together
eighteen case studies, written by authors from the US, the UK, Canada, Brazil, Norway, India, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand, the
book questions how design functions to produce heritage. Including provocative case studies of objects that reinterpret visual symbols of
cultural identity; buildings and monuments that evoke feelings of national pride and historical memory; as well as landscapes embedded with
trauma, contributors consider how we can work to develop adequate shared conceptual models of heritage and apply them to design and its
histories. Exploring the distinction between tangible and intangible heritages, the chapters consider what these categories mean for design
history and heritage. Finally, the book questions whether it might be possible to promote a truly equitable understanding of heritage that
illuminates the social, cultural and economic roles of design. Design and Heritage demonstrates that design historical methods of inquiry
contribute significantly to critical heritage studies. Academics, researchers and students engaged in the study of heritage, design history,
material culture, folklore, art history, architectural history, and social and cultural history will find much to interest them within the pages of the
book.
Building Knowledge, Constructing Histories brings together the papers presented at the Sixth International Congress on Construction History
(6ICCH, Brussels, Belgium, 9-13 July 2018). The contributions present the latest research in the field of construction history, covering themes
such as: - Building actors - Building materials - The process of building - Structural theory and analysis - Building services and techniques Page 6/11
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Socio-cultural aspects - Knowledge transfer - The discipline of Construction History The papers cover various types of buildings and
structures, from ancient times to the 21st century, from all over the world. In addition, thematic papers address specific themes and highlight
new directions in construction history research, fostering transnational and interdisciplinary collaboration. Building Knowledge, Constructing
Histories is a must-have for academics, scientists, building conservators, architects, historians, engineers, designers, contractors and other
professionals involved or interested in the field of construction history. This is volume 2 of the book set.
In this book, practitioners and students discover perspectives on landscape, place, heritage, memory, emotions and geopolitics intertwined in
evolving citizenship and democratization debates. This volume shows how memorialization can contribute to wider inclusive interpretations of
history, tourism and human rights promoted by the European Project. Its geographies of memories can foster cooperation as witnessed
throughout Europe during the 2014-18 WWI commemorations. Due to new world orders, geopolitical reconfigurations and ideals that
emerged after 1918, many countries ranging from the Baltic and Russia to the Balkans, Turkey and Greece, eastern and central Europe to
Ireland are continuing with commemorations regarding their specific memories in the wider Europe. Shared memorial spaces can act in post
conflict areas as sites of reconciliation; nonetheless 'the peace' cannot be taken for granted with insecurities, globalization, and nationalisms
in the USA and Russia; the UK's Brexit stress and populist movements in Western Europe, Visegrad and Balkan countries. Citizen-fatigue is
reflected in socio-political malaise mirrored in France's Yellow Vest movement and elsewhere. Empathy with other peoples' places of memory
can assist citizens learn from the past. Memory sites promoted by the EU, Council of Europe and UNESCO may tend to homogenize local
memories; nevertheless, they act as vectors in memorialization, stimulating debate and re-evaluating narratives. This textbook combines
geographical, inter-cultural and inter-disciplinary approaches and perspectives on spaces of memory by a range of authors from different
countries and traditions offers the reader diverse and holistic perspectives on cultural geography, dynamic geopolitics, globalization and
citizenship.
Constructing Identity in Contemporary ArchitectureCase Studies from the SouthLIT Verlag Münster
The book analyzes recent changes to the identities and cultures of the GCC countries. These important transformations have gone largely
unnoticed due to the fast-paced changes in the region that affect all aspects of society. The volume unpacks these transformations by looking
from a holistic perspective at the intersections of language, arts, education, political culture, city, regional alliances and transnational
identities. It offers selected case studies based on original research carried out in the region. Chapter 7, ‘Identity Lost & Found: Architecture
and Identity Formation in Kuwait and the Gulf’, of this book is available open access under a CC BY 4.0 license at link.springer.com
This collection discusses the innovative and experimental architecture of Israel during its first three decades following the nation’s
establishment in 1948. Written by leading researchers, the volume highlights new perspectives on the topic, discussing the inception,
modernization and habitation of historic and lesser-researched areas alike in its interrogation. Inbal Ben-Asher Gitler and Anat Geva show
how Israeli nation building, in its cultural, political and historical contexts, constituted an exceptional experiment in modern architecture.
Examples include modern experiments in mass housing design; public architecture such as exhibition spaces, youth villages and
synagogues; a necessary consideration of climate in modern architectural experiments; and the exportation of Israeli modern architecture to
other countries.
Foreword by Adrian Forty. The Algarve is not only Portugal’s foremost tourism region. Uniquely Mediterranean in an Atlantic country, its
building customs have long been markers of historical and cultural specificity, attracting both picturesque driven conservatives and
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modernists seeking their lineage. Modernism, regionalism and the ‘vernacular’ – three essential tropes of twentieth-century architecture
culture – converged in the region’s building identity construct and, often the subject of strictly metropolitan elaborations, they are examined
here from a peripheral standpoint instead. Drawing on work that won the Royal Institute of British Architects President’s Award for
Outstanding PhD Thesis in 2013, Algarve Building challenges the conventional inclusion of Portuguese modern architecture in ‘Critical
Regionalism’ narratives. A fine-grain reconstruction of the debates and cultures at play locally exposes the extra-architectural and widely
participated antecedents of the much-celebrated mid-century shift towards the regional. Uncelebrated architects and a cast of other players
(clients, officials, engineers and builders) contributed to maturing a regional strand of modern architecture that, more than being the heroic
outcome of a hard-fought ‘battle’ by engaged designers against a conservative establishment, became truly popular in the Algarve. Algarve
Building shows, more broadly, what the processes that have been appropriated by the canon of architectural history and theory – such as the
presence of folk traditions and regional variation in learned architecture – stand to gain when observed in local everyday practices. The grand
narratives and petites histoires of architecture can be enriched, questioned, revised and confirmed by an unprejudiced return to its facts and
sources – the buildings, the documents, the discourses, the agents and the archives.
Over the past decade or so, the wealth produced by Qatar's oil and gas exports has generated a construction development boom in its capital
city of Doha and the surrounding vicinity. Since the late 1990s, the number of inhabitants has grown from less than 400,000 to more than 1.7
million today. In many respects, Doha is portrayed as an important emerging global capital in the Gulf region, which has been positioning and
re-inventing itself on the map of international architecture and urbanism, with a global image of building clusters of glass office towers, as well
as cultural and educational facilities. While focusing on the architectural and planning aspects of Doha's intensive urbanization, this first
comprehensive examination of the city sets this within the socio-political and economic context of the wider Arabian Peninsula. 'Demystifying
Doha - On Architecture and Urbanism in an Emerging City' features a comprehensive discussion on contemporary architecture and urbanism
of Doha as an emerging regional metropolis. It provides a critical analysis of the evolution of architecture and urbanism as products of the
contemporary global condition. Issues that pertain to emerging service hubs, decentralised urban governance, integrated urban development
strategies, image-making practices, urban identity, the dialectic relations between the city and its society and sustainable urbanism are all
examined to elucidate the urban evolution and the contemporary condition of Doha. 'Demystifying Doha - On Architecture and Urbanism in an
Emerging City' concludes by suggesting a framework for future studies of the city as well as for investigating the future of similar cities, setting
out an agenda for sustainable urban growth, while invigorating the multiple roles urban planners and architects can play in shaping this future.
In the late nineteenth century in Europe, and to some extent in the United States, the Jewish upper middle class—particularly the more affluent
families—began to enter the cultural spheres of public life, especially in major cities such as Vienna, Berlin, Paris, New York, and London.
While many aspects of society were closed to them, theater, the visual arts, music, and art publication were far more inviting, especially if
they involved challenging aspects of modernity that might be less attractive to Gentile society. Jewish cultural activities and aspirations form
the focus of the contributions to this volume. Invited authors include senior figures in the field such as Matthew Baigell and Emily Bilski,
alongside authors of a younger generation such as Daniel Magilow and Marcie Kaufman. There is also an essay by noted Los Angeles artist
and photographer Bill Aron. The guest editor of the volume, Ruth Weisberg, provides an Introduction that places the individual contributions in
context.
The piazza Navona is one of the most celebrated urban spaces in Rome and perhaps Europe. Despite its lasting fame, neither the uninitiated
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nor the specialist has been fully privy to the history of its remarkable transformation from a medieval field to a magnificent Baroque piazza.
The ambititions of a single family, The Pamphilj, engendered this remarkable change. Pope Innocent X (1644-55) sought to proclaim his
family's identity through a building program, including the monumental palace, church of S. Agnese in Agone, Collegio Innocenziano, and
Gianlorenzo Bernini's Fountain of the Four Rivers and Fountain of the Moor. The Pamphilj endowed the entire urban space with its indelible
presence. Although the Palazzo Pamphilj was the catalyst for the single most important building program in mid-seventeenth-century Rome,
its history has been largely neglected, and misconceptions have hindered an accurate understanding of the monument and its place in early
modern architecture. Presenting a fundamentally revised history, this book argues in favor of a collaborative process of execution, in two
distinct phases (1634-38, 1645-50), involving three architects (Francesco Peperelli, Girolamo Rainaldi, Francesco Borromini), two patrons
(Innocent X and his sister-in-law Olimpia Maidalchini), and an architectural revisor (Virgilio Spada). The history of the palace is presented as
inextricably linked to the social milieu of the early modern papal court and the development of piazza Navona and the city. From the
vicissitudes of this story arise broader issues: building as identity, architecture and social ritual, artistic collaboration, women patrons, and
collective memories of sites. Stephanie Leone teaches Art History at Boston College. Her primary field of research concerns seventeenthcentury domestic architecture in Rome.
Time Frames provides a reconnaissance on the conservation rules and current protection policies of more than 100 countries, with particular
attention to the emerging nations and twentieth-century architecture. The contributions illustrate the critical issues related to architectural
listings, with a brief history of national approaches, a linkography and a short bibliography. The book also provides a short critical
lexicography, with 12 papers written by scholars and experts including topics on identities, heritages, conservation, memories and the
economy. By examining the methods used to designate building as heritage sites across the continents, this book provides a comprehensive
overview of current protection policies of twentieth-century architecture as well as the role of architectural history.
This edited volume, Modern Architecture and the Sacred, presents a timely reappraisal of the manifold engagements that modern
architecture has had with 'the sacred'. It comprises fourteen individual chapters arranged in three thematic sections – Beginnings and
Transformations of the Modern Sacred; Buildings for Modern Worship; and Semi-Sacred Settings in the Cultural Topography of Modernity.
The first interprets the intellectual and artistic roots of modern ideas of the sacred in the post-Enlightenment period and tracks the
transformation of these in architecture over time. The second studies the ways in which organized religion responded to the challenges of the
new modern self-understanding, and then the third investigates the ways that abstract modern notions of the sacred have been embodied in
the ersatz sacred contexts of theatres, galleries, memorials and museums. While centring on Western architecture during the decisive period
of the first half of the 20th century – a time that takes in the early musings on spirituality by some of the avant-garde in defiance of
Sachlichkeit and the machine aesthetic – the volume also considers the many-varied appropriations of sacrality that architects have made up
to the present day, and also in social and cultural contexts beyond the West.

Exploring the culture and media of the Americas, this handbook places particular emphasis on collective and intertwined
experiences and focuses on the transnational or hemispheric dimensions of cultural flows and geocultural imaginaries that shape
the literature, arts, media and other cultural expressions in the Americas. The Routledge Handbook to the Culture and Media of
the Americas charts the pervasive, asymmetrical flows of cultural products and capital and their importance in the development of
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the Americas. The volume offers a comprehensive understanding of how inter-American communication is constituted, framed and
structured, and covers the artistic and political dimensions that have shaped literature, art and popular culture in the region. Fortysix chapters cover a range of inter-American key concepts and dynamics, divided into two parts: Literature and Music deals with
inter-American entanglements of artistic expressions in the Western Hemisphere, including music, dance, literary genres and
developments. Media and Visual Cultures explores the inter-American dimension of media production in the hemisphere, including
cinema and television, photography and art, journalism, radio, digital culture and issues such as freedom of expression and
intellectual property. This multidisciplinary approach will be of interest to a broad array of academic scholars and students in
history, sociology, political science; and cultural, postcolonial, gender, literary, globalization and media studies.
Urban and Architectural Heritage within Sustainability is interested in the cities of the future, which must tie together the past,
present, and future through an advanced connective chain that meets all humans' requirements in any era. This book attempts to
answer many questions, such as what is urban conservation? How do cities of historical depth deal with modern planning policies
and our conservation policies, rehabilitation, restoration, and preservation of historical cities and heritage buildings? How can we
explain sustainable heritage and sustainability? Comprised of four sections, this book includes six chapters by noted experts and
researchers. Section 1 covers heritage conservation and rehabilitation of architectural and urban heritage. Section 2 investigates
current retrofitting strategies and interventions in heritage buildings through the viewpoint of energy efficiency. Section 3 redefines
what identity is and explores how new places and spaces offer an eyrie of cultural values. And Section 4 establishes heritage
significant values and assesses sustainable heritage conservation options.
Contemporary Japanese Architecture presents a clear and comprehensive overview of the historical and cultural framework that
informs the work of all Japanese architects, as an introduction to an in-depth investigation of the challenges now occupying the
contemporary designers who will be the leaders of the next generation. It separates out the young generation of Japanese
architects from the crowded, distinguished, multi-generational field they seek to join, and investigates the topics that absorb them,
and the critical issues they face within the new economic reality of Japan and a shifting global order. Salient points in the text are
illustrated by beautiful, descriptive images provided by the architects and from the extensive collection of the author. By combining
illustrations with timelines and graphics to explain complex ideas, the book is accessible to any student seeking to understand
contemporary Japanese architecture.
This set of essays brings together studies that challenge interpretations of the development of modernist architecture in Third
World countries during the Cold War. The topics look at modernism’s part in the transnational development of building
technologies and the construction of national and cultural identity. Architectural modernism is far more than another instance of
Western expansionist aspirations; it has been developed in cross-cultural spaces and variously localized into nation-building
programs and social welfare projects. The first volume to address countries right across the developing world, this book has a key
place in the historiography of modern architecture, dealing with non-Western traditions.
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This book brings together complex fields of knowledge and globally splintered discourses on a subject that is experienced not only
by scholars, but in the everyday lives of people around the world. There is a common complaint about the loss of identity which, to
a substantial degree, is being associated with the built environment in cities and specifically with their architecture. "Architecture
and Identity" takes a global, multidisciplinary look on how identities in contemporary architecture are constructed. The general
hypothesis underlying this book is that in a globalized world identity in architecture cannot be easily derived from distinct
indigenous patterns. The book presents forty contributions from various disciplines aiming to destroy the myth of an inheritable or
otherwise prefabricated identity. Some authors dismantle constructs of identity that have long been considered as "solid" and
unbreakable while others meticulously unravel the "construction" process of identities in
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